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WE WERE HERE

CHKO Bromumovsko

In English, the city is called 

Broumo. It is a Chez town, and it’s 

located north in the Chezch

Republic, near the boarder to 

Poland.

The city has about 8 000 citizens.



WHAT IS ADRŠPACH?

• Strange beauty of rock formations

• Some of the most popular rock formations in the Czech Republic

• Unusual set of sandstone formations covering 17 km2 in the 
Czech Republic

• The rocks have been protected as a national nature reserve 
since 1933

• The whole region of Broumovsko has been a protected 
landscape since 1991

• Tourist attraction 



Fauna

• There are approximately 163 species 
of vertebrates (34 mammalian species, 
121 bird species, 8 amphibians and 
reptiles), these are reported to be 
nearby or in the area. There are great 
opportunities to find fossils on the 
massive sandstone. The fauna is rich in 
the area where the stones lie.



PEREGRINE 
FALCON

• In Adrspach the Peregrine falcon is under 
protection under federal law. There are even 
some areas where you can`t climb or hike, 
just to make sure the falcon doesn`t get 
disturbed. 



Flora

• Here we find extensive mountain 
platforms, mazes between the rock 
supports, ravines and waterfalls. The 
rock formations have a unique 
scientific and aesthetic value, and the 
most valuable parts are protected in a 
reservation. The stone complexes are 
large sandstones, and they can be 
about 500-786 meters high.



Plants

• Shield fern is one of 
the most common 
plants that we spot 
in this park and we 
could also see some 
chrysotrix chlorine 
on some of the 
rocks.



Own 
experiences

• Brand new experience, we had never 
seen anything like this.

• We experienced those who worked 
there as afraid of nature and that they 
wanted us to stay where there were 
paths.

• We learned about how the stones 
were shaped like they were

• We saw how Czech nature looked and 
learned a great deal about the wildlife 
as well





Own 
definition 

of the 
park, 

protected 
area

• We think the park was incredibly large and nice. It 
was special in nature, with cool stones and fine water 
and trees. There were things we have never seen in 
Norway before. The park had both nice nature, 
guided boat trip and good food. the road we were 
looking for was well marked and there were many 
nice places to study the stones from.



PEOPLE´S LIFE AND ACTIVITIES 
IN THE PAST AND PRESENT

(agricultural, travelling, tourism, 
economical use)



CLIMBING
The rocks have been protected as a national nature reserve since 1933. 
Tourists may visit the rocks via a number of marked trails. 

The area is a popular destination for rock climbers. In recent years, it has 
become a focus for the high- risk climbing- related sport of rock jumping.

Lovers of sport and free climbing will find a number of challenges here in 
the form of climbing routes of all difficulty levels.  



HISTORY AND DISCOVERY OF ROCK TOWN

People did not know much about the 
rock labyrinths in the Adrspach and 
Teplice vicinity for centuries. 

Local settlers only ventured to go there 
if they felt endangered in their homes as 
they could and refuge in the narrow 
gorges and caves of the rock area.

Only around 1700, the first tourists and 
hikers began to come here from the 
neighbouring Silesia. In the 18th century, 
most of the labyrinth was covered with a 
dense beech and fir forest.  



BICYCLING

There are few locations in central 
Europe to which nature has been so 
generous and where she has created 
such a spectacle of bizarre rock 
formations, thick forest, flooded 
quarries and amazing views. 

Discover the extraordinary charm of 
the Adršpach rock formations from 
the saddle of your bike and head out 
along a marked trail taking in the 
most attractive locations. 

You’ll be rewarded with an enjoyable 
day’s activity in the fresh air as well 
as the magic of unspoilt countryside 
all around you.



Cruising on a 
boat

Adršpach-teplice rocks are a great place not only for 
hikers, rockclimbers or for romantics. Even 
watersports lovers will enjoy time there. 

In the drowned quarry there is a possibility to hire a 
boat and watch the beauty of the rocks from the 
water surface that immediately turns to the mirror. If 
you do not want to operate the boat on your own, 
just take a cruise on a barge that sails on the waters 
of romantic Jezírko in the heart of Adršpach rocks, 
near to the stony waterfall.

Journey towards the waterfall is a bit difficult, but 
the memories that you get thanks to the natural 
beauties there and humour of the boat driver are 
worth the effort.



SOME PICTURES FROM OUR VISIT
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